SUCCESS STORY

À la Carte—B2B Commerce
The B2B market is changing, as is the look and feel of B2B web shops, which now offer
a user experience more like a B2C shop. B2B customers however, are highly qualified
and have specific questions and needs. A lot of B2B businesses struggle with the increasing demands on offered services and the increasing importance of e-commerce.
Martin & Servera has brought these conflicting requirements together in their new
B2B shop by solving this issue in an innovative way.

About Martin & Servera
Martin & Servera is a Swedish,
family-owned group of companies.
The companies in the Group deliver
beverages, fresh produce, foodstuffs,
equipment and services to restaurants, cafés, bars and canteens across
Sweden every day.
www.martinservera.se

The Martin & Servera Group is a leading B2B in
food, beverages and equipment in Sweden which
consists of the parent company, Martin & Servera, and several subsidiaries like Fällmans Kött,
Grönsakshallen Sorunda, and Martin & Servera
Restaurangbutiker. Every day, farmers and producers bring their products to the M&S warehouses,
which then can be delivered to a broad range of
businesses in the food market like restaurants, caterers, cafés, bars and more.
Martin & Servera has been using a B2B-portal for their
clients to order their preferred products for a long time.
“We are continually improving this channel to keep up
with new demands,” says Kristina Ossmark, Marketing
Director at Martin & Servera. “E-commerce these days
accounts for 70% of our business, which is why we
regularly update our B2B channel. Our latest launch in
January 2018, was a new e-commerce platform, Intershop Commerce Suite. This platform easily integrates
into our IT-landscape and offers many B2B omnichannel commerce features. It benefits us in other ways too.
One of the most important is that our new site now
offers a true B2C-like shopping experience, which is
a must-have for B2B retailers, as online shopping has

been institutionalized in a large part of our society. It
works at everyone’s ease and even enables us to implement all of our web content on the platform as well.”
Working on such innovative solutions, Martin & Servera
achieved a position in the list of top ten web shops in
Sweden, the only B2B web shop to feature.

Improve the customer experience
“The way our customers feel about us is very important,” Ossmark says. “We chose a platform that has a
very B2C vibe because people are used to buying from
these kind of web shops. Therefore, a lot of learnings
can be taken from B2C businesses. We teach our customers to order online and we see that this works in
two ways. First, there is a continuing growth of about
10% per year on our e-commerce platform and second,
the role of our sales staff has changed over time. They
mainly used to take orders by phone. Now they are
working with their expertise on maintaining and extending relationships, which are extremely important
in the B2B market.” Being able to easily order on an online platform offers a convenient and faster customer
experience too, as customers can buy at any time that
suits them.
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Martin & Servera assessed the value of their platform well. “It is important to keep on innovating to
develop a better service and platform,” says Ossmark. “That is why we organize lunch sessions and
tests with selected clients. We want to know what
is on their mind and what they think of some changes
we might implement. This way, we can learn and better understand why and how they use our platform.
They tell us about the hassles they might experience
during their customer journey or when visiting the
web shop. We use these learnings to further improve
our online services. It might be small changes, like the
replacement of a button, or bigger amendments, like
the impact on our use of personalized communication
which we recently started. The latter being something
that becomes more important than ever, especially as
our range of clients differs this much,” Ossmark
explains.

Personalized experience for shoppers
There can be numerous changes on a web shop to
make the shopping experience for a B2B customer
to become even better. A highly appreciated feature is the offering of relevant products. “We have
started to personalize product content for our customers. The Intershop platform allows us to show
different pages, with relevant content tailored to
their needs. This way, a pizzeria that orders once
a week sees different products, with different prices,

than a restaurant owner who has 40 restaurants and
orders on a daily basis. For our qualified B2B customers,
with their own specific questions and demands, this is
a very important feature. As we can present this now,
in a very B2C-like way, we can serve our clients much
better,” says Ossmark.

A prominent market leader
The Swedish market is far from saturated for Martin &
Servera. “Right now, we service Sweden and a small
part of Finland and we are by far the biggest wholesaler
in the Swedish restaurant industry. We have an extensive knowledge about the market, have our own warehouses and logistic services that enable us to provide
an outstanding service for our customers. We can deliver our products fresh and cold. Our future will focus
on optimizing our services even more, both online and
in logistics and other departments. With our new B2B
platform and the plans we have to improve our business, we are working on a strong, sustainable model for
the future,” concludes Ossmark.

“Early 2015, Martin & Servera, a leading restaurant and catering specialist, decided to boost their already substantial online business and selected the Intershop Commerce Suite as the core commerce
engine behind their EPI Server based storefront which was implemented by Accenture Interactive.
Afterward, they also decided to replace the EPI Server CMS with the Intershop Web Content Management system to provide an even better-integrated commerce experience. We are proud that the
new webshop helped them to win a place in the top-10 of Swedens webshops. Today 57% of the
€1.3billion company revenue is going through the digital channel.”
Olivier Plas, Country Manager Nordics at Intershop Communications AG
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